INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

RNA is a ubiquitous biopolymer and essential to life. After the discovery of ribozymes in the laboratories of Altman ([@B1]) and Cech ([@B2]), the 'RNA world' hypothesis was put forth ([@B3],[@B4]), in which RNA is the central biopolymer during the evolution of life, that both carries genetic information and catalyzes reactions. Since this hypothesis was proposed, many more roles of RNA, such as regulation of gene expression have been discovered ([@B5],[@B6]). In particular, for gene regulation mediated by riboswitches ([@B7]), RNA motifs found in the 5′-untranslated regions of bacterial mRNAs ([@B11]) rely on binding to small molecules that induce conformational transitions in the RNA. The ligands bind to the aptamer region of the riboswitch and induce secondary structural changes ([@B12],[@B13]) that determine the output of the expression platform ([@B12],[@B14]). Central for the overall function is thus the aptamer, which binds the ligand with an extraordinary high affinity and specificity ([@B15]). It is therefore of great interest to study such binding motifs and to obtain a molecular picture of the mechanisms with which RNA binds its cognate ligand.

Prior to the discovery of riboswitches, RNA aptamers for a wide range of ligands have been found with the help of *in vitro* selection, using the technique of systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) ([@B16]). One example is the 27 nucleotide **N1** neomycin-sensing aptamer, one of the smallest known aptamers (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B13]) that binds with high affinity (*K*~d~ = 10 ± 2.0 nM) to the aminoglycoside antibiotic neomycin (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B19]). The aptamer consists of a closing stem as well as an internal loop and a terminal loop that are connected by a short helical stem region. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies have revealed that the binding pocket of the aptamer is formed by the internal and the terminal loop, in which the two helical stems form a continuous A-form helix with stacking between G5:C23 and G9:C22 (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B19],[@B20]). The A-form helix is intersected by a bulging internal loop (C6, U7, U8) that together form the binding pocket with A17 of the terminal loop ([@B19]). NMR and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopic studies have shown that the binding pocket is preformed and that neomycin is bound to the aptamer via a conformational selection mechanism ([@B19]). When bound, ring I and ring II of neomycin are clamped between G5:C23 and U13:U18 of the aptamer (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) while forming hydrogen bonds to G9 and U10, in addition to electrostatic interactions to G9 and A17 ([@B19]).

![(**A**) NMR structure (NDB/PDB-ID: 2KXM) of the **N1** neomycin aptamer with bound ligand (here ribostamycin) ([@B20]). (**B**) Structure of neomycin B. The NH~2~-group marked in red, protonated at physiological pH, contributes to the H-bonding pattern of the neomycin aptamer ([@B19]). (**C**) Predicted structures of the ligand unbound (left) and bound (right) state of the neomycin aptamer ([@B19],[@B20]). Bold-colored letters mark the different **Ç~m~^f^** labeling positions.](gky1110fig1){#F1}

Structural information is indispensable for understanding RNA--ligand recognition. However, the mechanistic picture is not complete without information on the dynamics of the aptamer. Optical spectroscopy is a valuable technique to obtain information about motion on all time scales relevant for molecular dynamics, from fs to minutes. Although UV/vis spectroscopy can be useful for this purpose, the absorption changes upon ligand binding to RNA are typically rather unspecific. In contrast, fluorescence spectroscopic values like quantum yield, lifetime or anisotropy allow deeper insights of micro-environment changes upon ligand binding at a defined position within the RNA. However, fluorescence studies require reporter labels since neither RNA nor most ligands are fluorescent ([@B22]). Fluorescent labels have to meet several requirements, depending on the application. In particular, it should be possible to incorporate them site-specifically. In addition, they should be non-perturbing, highly fluorescent and should not absorb in the same spectral region as the RNA or the ligands. For RNA and DNA, 2-aminopurine is perhaps the most widely used fluorescent label ([@B23]). Furthermore, several other fluorescent base analogs have been developed and characterized in the last years ([@B26]). For example there are many pyrene- ([@B28]), phenothiazine- ([@B34]), isothiazole- ([@B33]) and phenylpyrrole-derivatives ([@B36]) of nucleic acid bases.

A very valuable feature of spectroscopic labels is multifunctionality, where the same label can be used for different spectroscopic methods that give complementary information. One paragon is **Ç** ([@B41]), a cytidine analog that is successfully used as rigid spin label for DNA. Pulsed electron-electron double resonance (PELDOR, sometimes called DEER) experiments can determine precise distances between two spin labels, as well as information about their relative orientation ([@B41]). Reduction of the nitroxide in **Ç** with a mild reducing agent yields a strongly fluorescent nucleoside ([@B41]). Thus, the nitroxide acts as an efficient fluorescence quencher ([@B51]). The fluorescent and isosteric **Ç^f^** is the direct synthetic precursor of **Ç**. Therefore, it can be used as a rigid, non-perturbing fluorescent probe for steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence studies of nucleic acids ([@B41],[@B43],[@B46],[@B54]). The structural similarity of both labels makes the results of EPR and fluorescence studies highly comparable ([@B42],[@B43],[@B46],[@B47],[@B50],[@B54]). More recently, we have prepared the analogous nucleoside label **Ç~m~** ([@B45]), containing a 2′-methoxy group (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and established as a label for EPR studies of RNA ([@B45],[@B57]). However, **Ç~m~^f^** has not yet been used as a fluorescent label in RNA. Here, we present a detailed characterization of **Ç~m~^f^** as a fluorescent label for both steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence measurements in RNA single-strands and duplexes. In the discussion, we compare our results on **Ç~m~^f^** with the photophysical properties of tC°. tC° is a recently well characterized fluorescent cytosine analog by the Wilhelmsson group which shows high structural as well as photophysical similarity to **Ç~m~^f^** ([@B58]). Furthermore, we have incorporated **Ç~m~^f^** into the neomycin aptamer and investigated the change in fluorescence upon ligand binding, including fast-binding kinetics using stopped-flow measurements. Our results can be explained by a two-step binding mechanism of neomycin to its aptamer.

![**Ç, Ç^f^, Ç~m~** and **Ç~m~^f^** base paired with guanine.](gky1110fig2){#F2}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Preparation of oligonucleotides {#SEC2-1}
-------------------------------

The benchmark non-selfcomplementary oligoribonucleotide ([@B29]) that was used for characterization of **Ç~m~^f^** contained the **Ç~m~^f^** label in the center of a 15-mer (5′-UAC-GCA-N**Ç~m~^f^**N-ACG-CAU-3′). An unlabeled 15-mer complementary to this sequence (3′-AUG-CGU-N′GN′-UGC-GUA-5′) was annealed to form the corresponding duplex. To study flanking sequence effects on the **Ç~m~^f^** signal, the bases immediately flanking the label (N in the strand and N′ in the counter-strand) were permuted such that for each oligomer the **Ç~m~^f^** was flanked on both sides with either A, C, G or U, to yield four duplexes ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The corresponding unlabeled RNA duplexes were also prepared for comparison in the thermal denaturation experiments (see below).

The neomycin aptamer (5′-GGC-UGC-UUG-UCC-UUU-AAU-GGU-CCA-GUC-3′) was singly labeled with **Ç~m~^f^** at the positions 6, 8, 15 and 22 (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Sequences of the **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled neomycin aptamer samples

  Sample          Sequences
  --------------- -----------------------------------------------------
  **Ç~m~^f^6**    5′-GGC-UG**Ç~m~^f^**-UUG-UCC-UUU-AAU-GGU-CCA-GUC-3′
  **Ç~m~^f^8**    5′-GGC-UGC-U**Ç~m~^f^**G-UCC-UUU-AAU-GGU-CCA-GUC-3′
  **Ç~m~^f^15**   5′-GGC-UGC-UUG-UCC-UU**Ç~m~^f^**-AAU-GGU-CCA-GUC-3′
  **Ç~m~^f^22**   5′-GGC-UGC-UUG-UCC-UUU-AAU-GGU-**Ç~m~^f^**CA-GUC-3′

The synthesis of the **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled benchmark oligoribonucleotides as well as the synthesis of the **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled neomycin aptamers are described in the [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Sample preparation {#SEC2-2}
------------------

The RNA model sequences were dissolved in 20 mM sodium cacodylate buffer with pH 7.4. This buffer was chosen, because the pH-value of sodium cacodylate buffer is not temperature dependent, which is essential for the melting studies ([@B59]). All experiments were carried out with a 7 μM RNA model strand solution. The neomycin aptamer samples were dissolved in 20 mM sodium cacodylate and 100 mM NaCl buffer at pH 7.4. All steady-state experiments of the aptamer samples were carried out with a 1 μM aptamer (without neomycin; −**Neo**) solution. Neomycin was added in excess (4 μM neomycin; **+ Neo**). Before each series of measurements, the samples (model strands and aptamers) were annealed. The samples were heated up to 90°C for 2 min and left to cool down to room temperature.

Steady-state spectroscopy {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------

Steady-state absorption spectra were recorded in 10 × 4 mm UV-grade quartz cuvettes (29-F/Q/10, Starna GmbH, Pfungstadt, Germany) on a JASCO V-650 spectrometer (JASCO Germany GmbH, Groß-Umstadt, Germany). The spectra were offset corrected and normalized. Emission spectra were recorded in 10 × 4 mm UV-grade quartz cuvettes (29-F/Q/10, Starna GmbH) with a JASCO FP 8500 fluorescence spectrometer. Prior to normalization, the spectra were corrected for offset, absorption and reabsorption artifacts as well as the spectral characteristics of the experimental equipment. The JASCO FP 8500 spectrometer was equipped with a 100 mm integrating sphere (ILF-835, JASCO) and used for absolute fluorescence quantum yield (QY) determinations. For anisotropy studies, the spectrometer was equipped additionally with two automatized polarization filters as polarizer and analyzer (FDP-837, JASCO).

Thermal denaturation experiments {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------------

For the melting analyses, the absorption changes of the RNA band at 260 nm was recorded from 20°C to 90°C. The change of the **Ç~m~^f^** emission around 460 nm upon excitation of the label at 360 nm, was also recorded in the same temperature range. The full absorption as well as the emission spectra were recorded at 5°C intervals ([Supplementary Figures S6 and 8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, it was possible to detect changes of the spectral position and shape of the observed signal bands. To determine the melting temperatures and the thermodynamic parameters, the signal changes at single wavelengths were recorded every 0.5°C. The temperature was changed between the single measuring points with a rate of 1°C/min. The heating and cooling curves were averaged to compensate for possible hysteresis effects. For the determination of the melting temperatures and the thermodynamic parameters, the method described by Mergny and Lacroix was used ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B59]). A slope correction that accounts for the increase of collisional quenching with temperature was performed for the emission data recorded around 460 nm (cf. [Supplementary Figure S9 and Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but this procedure did not affect the determined melting point significantly.

Isothermal titration calorimetry {#SEC2-5}
--------------------------------

For isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments, an iTC200 microcalorimeter (MicroCal, GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) was used. The sample cell of the iTC200 was filled with the RNA sample (10 μM RNA, 20 mM sodium cacodylate, 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). The injector syringe was filled with a neomycin solution (75 μM neomycin, 20 mM sodium cacodylate, 200 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). After equilibrating the system at 20°C for 10 min, the measurements were started with an initial 120 s delay and a 0.2 μl injection. Subsequently 20 injections of 2.0 μl at a 180 s interval were made. The sample cell was stirred with a speed of 750 rpm ([@B60]). The software NITPIC was used to integrate the injection peaks to yield the associated heat for each injection ([@B61],[@B62]), the experimental binding isotherm was subsequently plotted and the curve fit with a one-site binding model using the software SEDPHAT ([@B63]). This fit made it possible to determine the dissociation constant (*K*~D~).

Time-resolved fluorescence {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------

The fluorescence lifetimes were measured with a partially home-built time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup as previously described ([@B40]). For excitation, a mode-locked titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Sa) laser (Tsunami 3941-X3BB, Spectra-Physics, Darmstadt, Germany) was pumped by a 10 W continuous wave diode pumped solid state laser (Millennia eV, Spectra-Physics, 532 nm). The Ti:Sa laser provided pulses of 775 nm central wavelength with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. With the help of an acousto-optic modulator, the repetition rate was reduced to 8 MHz and the excitation wavelength of 388 nm was obtained by SHG in a BBO crystal (frequency doubler and pulse selector, Model 3980, Spectra-Physics). Excitation pulses of about 0.1 nJ at 388 nm were applied to the sample. The sample was prepared in a 10 × 4 mm quartz cuvette (29-F/Q/10, Starna) with a fixed temperature of 20°C. Emission filters (GG395, GG400, Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) suppressed excitation stray light. The instrument response function (IRF, FWHM 200 ps) was obtained without emission filters using a TiO~2~ suspension as scattering sample. For single-photon detection, a photomultiplier tube (PMT, PMA-C 182-M, PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany) and a TimeHarp 260 PICO Single PCIe card (PicoQuant) were used. Multi-exponential fitting was carried out with FluoFit Pro 4.6 (PicoQuant) ([@B64]).

Fluorescence stopped-flow {#SEC2-7}
-------------------------

Mixing experiments were performed with a SFM-20 stopped-flow setup ([@B65]) (Bio-Logic Science Instruments, Seyssinet-Pariset, France) using a Berger ball mixer ([@B66]) and cuvette (FC08) with an approximate volume of 20 μl and a light path of 0.8 mm. The mixing was controlled and triggered by a Microprocessor unit (MPS-60, Bio-Logic), which was driven by the Bio-Kine 32 software (Version 4.42, Bio-Logic Science Instruments). For each mixing experiment, two sample solutions (volume: each 33 μl) were injected in the Berger ball mixer via two syringes (Hamilton 1010C, Hamilton Company, Reno, USA) for 9.5 ms, resulting in a flow rate of 6.95 ml/s. The injection was stopped by a hard-stop valve. For excitation and detection, the stopped-flow setup was fiber-coupled (OBF-832, JASCO) with a JASCO FP 8500 fluorescence spectrometer. The sample was excited with 360 nm light and the resulting fluorescence at 460 nm was measured under an angle of 90° with the PMT-detector of the FP 8500. With the help of an A/D-adapter (BNC-2110, National Instruments, Austin, USA) the PMT-signal was transferred to a transient recorder board (PCI-6052E, National Instruments). Data acquisition was controlled by the Bio-Kine 32 software. The transients were digitized with 6000 equidistant points of 10 μs.

For ligand-concentration dependence studies, a fluorescent-labeled aptamer solution (**Ç~m~^f^6**: 2.7 μM, **Ç~m~^f^8**: 4 μM) was mixed with ligand solutions of 8 different concentrations (0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 μM). For each concentration, at least 20 single mixing transients were averaged. Prior to fitting of all transients, the offset was corrected (subtraction of the fluorescence signal of unbound labeled aptamer) and the start point of the dynamic analysis was set to the end of the mixing, which is given by the hard stop. The corrected set of transients was processed using the Dynafit software (Biokin Ltd., Watertown, USA) to test different reaction models and to derive the reaction constants for the best model ([@B67]).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Photophysical properties of Ç~m~^f^ in single- and double-stranded RNA {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Steady-state spectra and quantum yields {#SEC3-1-1}

Steady-state fluorescence measurements of the singly **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled double-strands (ds) and single-strands (ss) are shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both the four spectra of the single- and the double strands are similar to each other, but the two sets of double- and single-strand spectra show pronounced spectral differences with respect to each other. Specifically, the emission spectra of the duplexes show a vibrational fine structure with maxima at 420, 448, 480 and 520 nm, which has already been described for **Ç^f^** in DNA and was used for mismatch detection ([@B54]). The fluorescence spectrum of ds_C**Ç~m~^f^**C is slightly blue-shifted in comparison to the other spectra of the double-strands. Thus, double- and single-strands can be spectrally distinguished based on the fine structure of the spectra of the double-strands.

![Normalized emission spectra of **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled (**A**) single-stranded and (**B**) double-stranded RNA at 20°C.](gky1110fig3){#F3}

As might be expected, the double- and single-stranded RNAs differ significantly in their fluorescence quantum yields (QY, Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). While the ds RNAs show an average quantum yield (QY~av~) of 24%, the single-strands show a QY~av~ of 44%. In comparison to the fluorophore itself (QY = 38%) ([@B68]), QY decreases upon incorporation into double-stranded RNA but increases upon incorporation into single-stranded RNA. The QYs of the double-stranded RNAs are affected by the flanking nucleobases: the QYs are slightly higher for the purines.

###### 

Fluorescence lifetime (τ), quantum yield (QY) and steady-state anisotropy (r~f~) of Ç~m~^f^ labeled single- (ss) and double-stranded (ds) RNA at 20°C

                  Sample          τ~pop~/ns   τ~1~/ns     τ~2~/ns     χ^2^   τ~av~/ns   QY/%   r~f~
  --------------- --------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------ ---------- ------ ------
                  **Ç~m~^f^**     0.3         4.1 (96%)   1.4 (4%)    1.1    4.1        38     0.04
  **ds**          **AÇ~m~^f^A**   1.5         4.6 (89%)   7.6 (11%)   1.2    5.3        25     0.12
  **CÇ~m~^f^C**   1.7             4.1 (96%)   6.8 (4%)    1.1         4.5    22         0.14   
  **GÇ~m~^f^G**   2.3             4.7 (97%)   7.5 (3%)    1.3         5.2    26         0.14   
  **UÇ~m~^f^U**   1.6             4.2 (97%)   7.4 (3%)    1.1         4.6    22         0.17   
  **ss**          **AÇ~m~^f^A**   1.5         6.4 (71%)   8.5 (29%)   1.1    7.5        54     0.08
  **CÇ~m~^f^C**   1.5             5.1 (77%)   8.2 (23%)   1.1         6.4    39         0.11   
  **GÇ~m~^f^G**   1.6             5.6 (69%)   8.2 (31%)   1.1         7      42         0.09   
  **UÇ~m~^f^U**   1.9             3.9 (36%)   6.8 (64%)   1.2         6.5    41         0.09   

τ~pop~ = lifetime with a negative amplitude, representing the population of a fluorescent state. τ~n~ = lifetime with a positive amplitude, representing the depopulation of a fluorescent state. τ~av~ = average fluorescence lifetime. X^2^ = reduced chi-square value, as measure of the quality of the fit (cf. [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Fluorescence anisotropy {#SEC3-1-2}

The steady-state fluorescence anisotropy (r~f~) of the **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled double- and single-stranded RNA is significantly higher than the anisotropy of the fluorophore itself in solution. This confirms that the motion of the label is restricted after incorporation into the RNA. Additionally, the anisotropy of the double-stranded RNA is systematically higher (by a factor 1.4) than the anisotropy of the single-strands (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), which is consistent with a greater order of the more rigid duplex. The anisotropy values for the samples with purine bases adjacent to the fluorophore site are slightly lower than for the samples with adjacent pyrimidine bases.

### Thermal denaturation {#SEC3-1-3}

To determine the effect of **Ç~m~^f^** on duplex stability, which would indicate possible structural perturbations, thermal denaturation experiments were performed on both labeled and unlabeled RNA duplexes, by monitoring both steady-state RNA absorption (at 260 nm) and **Ç~m~^f^** fluorescence (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The melting temperatures recorded by the two methods (*T*~m_abs~ and *T*~m_em~) are very similar, which indicates a homogeneous melting behavior of the labeled RNA duplex. The difference of only −1 to 3°C in *T*~m~ between unlabeled and labeled RNA duplexes provides evidence for a negligible effect of the label on duplex stability. The melting temperatures of C**Ç~m~^f^**C and G**Ç~m~^f^**G were higher than the melting temperatures of A**Ç~m~^f^**A and U**Ç~m~^f^**U, presumably because of the higher CG-content of the former. Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} also shows the free enthalpies (ΔG) that were determined from the melting data obtained from the 260 nm absorption.

###### 

Melting temperatures and thermodynamic parameters of the unlabeled and labeled RNAs

                  Unlabeled   Ç~m~^f^ -labeled                            
  --------------- ----------- ------------------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  **AÇ~m~^f^A**   70          18                 67   67   45   13   3    −5
  **CÇ~m~^f^C**   81          20                 82   81   63   15   −1   −5
  **GÇ~m~^f^G**   78          18                 76   76   56   14   2    −4
  **UÇ~m~^f^U**   70          17                 72   70   56   15   −2   −2

T~m_abs~ = absorption monitored melting temperature; T~m_em~ = emission monitored melting temperature; T~m_sr~ = spectrally resolved melting analysis; ΔT~m_abs~ = T~m_abs~ (unlabeled) -- T~m_abs~ (labeled); ΔG~abs~ = determined via melting analysis; ΔΔG~abs~ = ΔG~abs~ (unlabeled) -- ΔG~abs~ (labeled).

The fluorescence signal of the single-stranded RNA decreased with increasing temperature (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This may be due to enhanced quenching through an increased flexibility of the strands, which in turn could lead to higher collision rates due to less steric shielding. For ss_A**Ç~m~^f^**A, ss_C**Ç~m~^f^**C and ss_U**Ç~m~^f^**U this led to a strong quenching, while ss_G**Ç~m~^f^**G was only slightly affected. The latter effect may be due to stacking effects around the label. Interestingly, in case of pyrimidines flanking the label (ss_U**Ç~m~^f^**U and ss_C**Ç~m~^f^**C), a slight emission increase between 20°C and 50°C is notable. This might be due to conformational changes, which increase the solvent shielding of **Ç~m~^f^** and as a consequence the QY in this temperature region.

![Fluorescence monitored melting curves of **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled (**A**) single-strands and (**B**) double-strands at 460 nm. All curves were set to zero at 20°C.](gky1110fig4){#F4}

The fluorescence-monitored melting curves of the RNA duplexes show a very different behavior (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Initially, the emission decreased with increasing temperature. Subsequently, a steep and strong increase of the emission was observed due to the melting of the RNA duplexes and thereby an increase of unpaired RNA strands. After melting of the RNA duplexes, the fluorescence intensity decreased, most likely due to collisional quenching.

The fine structure of the emission spectra of the duplexes disappeared upon heating ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This effect can be used for further analysis of the melting process: The emission spectrum of a sample at 20°C should represent a nearly 100% double-stranded RNA, while in a first approximation the emission spectrum with the highest QY should stem from a nearly 100% single-stranded RNA. Furthermore, we assume the decay of the fine structure to be linear with temperature. Under these assumptions, it is possible to reconstruct all normalized emission spectra based on a certain ratio of these two spectral extremes (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A MATLAB script ([Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was used to perform a nonlinear least-squares fitting of the spectra. This method, which we refer to as a spectrally resolved melting analysis, yielded a decrease of the double stranded RNA content as a function of increasing temperature (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the temperature which shows apparently 50% double stranded RNA can be interpreted as the melting temperature (*T*~m_sr~), which is 14--22°C lower than the melting temperatures determined by the conventional melting analyses. One plausible explanation for this deviation is that *T*~m_sr~ reflects the breaking of the Watson--Crick hydrogen-bonds of **Ç~m~^f^** and thus the very first step of the (local) melting process. This is followed by the separation of the two complementary strands at a higher temperature (*T*~m_abs~, *T*~m_em~). Thus, the spectrally resolved melting analysis can be used for local probing of the melting process.

![(**A**) Spectrally resolved melting analysis of the emission spectra of ds_A**Ç~m~^f^**A at 35°C. (**B**) Temperature dependence of the double-to-single-stranded-content of the four labeled double-stranded samples, determined by spectrally resolved melting analysis.](gky1110fig5){#F5}

### Fluorescence lifetime {#SEC3-1-4}

The fluorescence lifetime (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) of **Ç~m~^f^** increased upon incorporation into either RNA single-strands or duplexes. Furthermore, the fluorescence lifetime of the single-strands was noticeably longer than that of the duplexes. It is also worth noting that the fluorescence lifetimes of the RNA where the label was flanked by pyrimidines (C**Ç~m~^f^**C and U**Ç~m~^f^**U) were shorter than for flanking purines (A**Ç~m~^f^**A and G**Ç~m~^f^**G) (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, the order observed was C**Ç~m~^f^**C \< U**Ç~m~^f^**U \< G**Ç~m~^f^**G \< A**Ç~m~^f^**A. Hence, it is possible to use fluorescence lifetimes to distinguish between **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled single and double-stranded RNA and between neighboring purine and pyrimidine bases within this set of samples.

![Normalized fluorescence decays of **Ç~m~^f^** labeled (**A**) single- and (**B**) double stranded RNAs.](gky1110fig6){#F6}

To describe the fluorescence decays satisfactorily, at least three exponential decay components were needed (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). As we have previously shown, the fluorescence decay of **Ç~m~^f^** in an aqueous solution can be described by a short component of 0.3 ns (τ~pop~, negative amplitude), which represents the population of the emitting state; the actual decay was fitted by two longer lifetimes (τ~1~ = 4.1 ns and τ~2~ = 1.4 ns) ([@B68]). As alluded to above, all the decay components of **Ç~m~^f^** in RNA are significantly prolonged, whereby the single-stranded RNA decay components are longer than those for double-stranded RNA by a factor of ca. 1.4. Notably, the amplitude of τ~2~ is stronger for the single-strands than for the double-strands. With the help of temperature-dependent TCSPC measurements ([Supplementary Figures S11--13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S8--15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it was possible to assign τ~2~ to the amount of single-strands in the sample (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Ç~m~^f^-labeled neomycin aptamers {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------

### Selection of labeling positions {#SEC3-2-1}

For the fluorescently-labeled neomycin aptamer, four labeling positions were selected based on the NMR structure and the proposed binding model ([@B19], [@B20]): the cytidines or uridines at positions C6, U8, U15 and C22 were exchanged with **Ç~m~^f^** (Figures [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Positions C6, U8 and U15 are located on both sides of the binding pocket and were chosen to avoid interference of the label with the binding event. Previous mutational analyses have shown that nucleotides at positions 6, 8 and 15 can be replaced by any nucleotide without loss of regulatory activity *in vivo* ([@B60],[@B69]).

![Positions of **Ç~m~^f^**-labeling within the neomycin aptamer ([@B20]), outlined in PDB ID: 2KXM (NDB/PDB). **Ç~m~^f^** (orange) is highlighted in ball-and-stick representation.](gky1110fig7){#F7}

U15 and C22 should serve as reference or negative control samples: For **Ç~m~^f^** at position C22 we expected major interference (steric hindrance) between the label and the ligand. For **Ç~m~^f^** at the remote position U15, on the other hand, we did not expect any pronounced sensitivity for ligand binding or RNA conformational changes. All the RNAs were synthesized via solid phase chemical synthesis (See [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

ITC was performed to test the binding affinity of the **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled aptamers. As can be seen in Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, the *K*~D~ values of aptamers **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** and **Ç~m~^f^15** are 50- to 80-fold higher than the unlabeled aptamer. The *K*~D~ thus corresponds to the binding of the ligand ribostamycin to the wild-type (*K*~D~ 330 nM) ([@B19]). Ribostamycin binding to the neomycin aptamer is analogous to that of neomycin and accordingly shows regulatory activity *in vivo* ([@B20]). Thus, although significantly increased, the measured *K*~D~ values of **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** and **Ç~m~^f^15** are within a physiologically relevant range. In contrast, the ca. 2000-fold lower binding affinity of **Ç~m~^f^22** shows that there is effectively no ligand binding, as expected.

###### 

Spectral shape (np/p), change of fluorescence quantum yield (ΔQY), average fluorescence lifetime (τ~av~), steady-state fluorescence anisotropy (r~f~), melting temperature (determined via absorption at 260 nm or emission at 460 nm) and *K*~D~ for different **Ç~m~^f^** labeled and unlabeled neomycin aptamers (**N1**) without (−**Neo**) and with neomycin (+**Neo**)

  Sample          Neo   np/p   ΔQY/%   τ~av~/ns   r~f~       *T* ~m~\_~em~/°C   T~m~\_~ab~/°C   *K* ~D~/nM
  --------------- ----- ------ ------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ --------------- ------------
  **N1**          −                                                             56              6
  \+                                                         66                                 
  **Ç~m~^f^6**    −     np             5.4        0.15       46 \[+\]           50              375
  \+              np    +25    5.9     0.14       50 \[−\]   55                                 
  **Ç~m~^f^8**    −     np             5.0        0.16       50 \[+\]           56              318
  \+              np    +43    4.5     0.15       51 \[−\]   61                                 
  **Ç~m~^f^15**   −     np             5.5        0.14       59 \[+\]           54              480
  \+              np    +4     5.8     0.15       57 \[−\]   61                                 
  **Ç~m~^f^22**   −     p              4.6        0.17       59 \[+\]           57              11 700
  \+              p     −10    4.4     0.17       59 \[+\]   55                                 

np = not paired, p = paired; \[−\]/\[+\] indicating the trend of the ΔQY upon melting.

**Ç~m~^f^15** should not sterically interfere with ligand binding. However, it is not unlikely that electrostatic repulsion increases the *K*~D~ for any of the labeling positions. It therefore can be assumed that the binding affinity at position 15 is reduced mainly by electrostatic effects. In addition, it has been shown that mutations at position 15 modulate the preformation of the terminal loop ([@B60]). Thus, although they do not alter ligand interactions within the binding pocket, mutations at this position can reduce binding affinity by affecting conformational selection.

### Steady-state fluorescence {#SEC3-2-2}

The emission spectra of the **Ç~m~^f^** labeled aptamers (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) are quite similar to each other and to the free chromophore in solution ([@B68]). The unstructured spectra span from ca. 400 to 650 nm with a maximum at 460 nm. The only exception is the spectrum of **Ç~m~^f^22**, both in the presence and absence of neomycin. This spectrum shows the typical vibrational fine structure for a base-paired **Ç~m~^f^**, as described above. Upon addition of neomycin, the following effects were observed (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}): The QYs of **Ç~m~^f^6** (+25%) and **Ç~m~^f^8** (+43%) increase significantly, while there is no significant (+4%) change for **Ç~m~^f^15** and even a slight decrease for **Ç~m~^f^22** (−10%).

![Concentration corrected steady-state emission spectra of (**A**) **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8**, (**B**) **Ç~m~^f^15** and **Ç~m~^f^22** without (− **Neo**) and with neomycin (+ **Neo**).](gky1110fig8){#F8}

Steady-state fluorescence anisotropy studies showed only slight differences for the four labeling positions (Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the presence of the ligand does not have any significant effect on the anisotropy. However, the fluorescence anisotropy of **Ç~m~^f^22** is slightly higher than the fluorescence anisotropy of the other samples, presumably due to the expected misfolding of **Ç~m~^f^22**. This is independent of the presence of the neomycin ligand.

### Thermal denaturation {#SEC3-2-3}

Thermal denaturation was monitored by either absorption at 260 nm or by fluorescence at 460 nm. The thermal denaturation curves of the labeled and unlabeled aptamer samples as a function of absorbance show that **Ç~m~^f^** only has a minor effect on the melting temperature (Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Upon addition of neomycin, *T*~m~ increases for most of the samples. For the unlabeled aptamer, the increase was 10°C, while for **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** and **Ç~m~^f^15** the increase was 5--7°C. A decrease of the melting temperature of 2°C was observed for **Ç~m~^f^22**, further showing that a label in position 22 interferes with folding of the aptamer.

The results of fluorescence-monitored thermal denaturation experiments (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) differ from the absorption-monitored experiments. This was expected, since the **Ç~m~^f^** is a site-specific probe for the local RNA melting. In the case of **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** and **Ç~m~^f^15**, the emission intensity generally decreases with rising temperature, due to collisional quenching. Without the ligand, the melting of the aptamer can be observed as a small increase in emission, which reduces the effect of the collisional quenching on the signal. Thus, this leads to a plateau-like range within the melting curve. In the presence of the ligand, the melting of the **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** aptamers can be observed as a region of a more pronounced signal decrease, while for **Ç~m~^f^15** the effect of neomycin is only very weak. The melting curve of **Ç~m~^f^22**, with and without neomycin, shows the typical sigmoidal shape for an RNA duplex.

![Melting curves of the **Ç~m~^f^** labeled neomycin aptamer without (−**Neo**) and with neomycin (+**Neo**) at 460 nm. The curves were normalized to the emission intensity at 90°C. (**A**) **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** (**B**) **Ç~m~^f^15, Ç~m~^f^22**.](gky1110fig9){#F9}

As described above, the fluorescence signal is influenced by several parallel processes during the thermal denaturation experiments. Thus, the information density of these experiments is principally quite high. On the other hand, this complicates the analysis of these processes, especially in direct comparison with absorption monitored thermal denaturation experiments. Therefore, because of possible compensation or superposition of effects the determination of *T*~m~\_~em~ is more uncertain than the determination of *T*~m~\_~ab.~

The fluorescence-determined melting temperatures for the labeled aptamers range from 46°C to 59°C. The highest values were found for **Ç~m~^f^15** and **Ç~m~^f^22**, reflecting the high local stability of the stem and the terminal loop regions. On the other hand, the melting temperatures for **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8**, placed in the internal loop, are significantly lower. This indicates that melting of the internal loop is the first stage in the unfolding of the aptamer. Furthermore, the higher melting temperatures of the ligand-bound state of **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** are consistent with stabilization of the folded internal loop by the ligand. On the other hand, the melting temperatures of **Ç~m~^f^15** and **Ç~m~^f^22** are slightly lower or not affected by the ligand. Thus, the binding of neomycin does not affect the stability of the terminal loop and the stem region.

### Time resolved emission {#SEC3-2-4}

The fluorescence lifetimes of the four fluorescently labeled aptamers differ slightly but significantly from each other (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} and Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). The average lifetimes in the absence of the neomycin ligand range from 4.6 to 5.4 ns, which is similar to what was observed for duplex RNA. Upon ligand binding, either a slight (5--10%) increase or decrease of the average fluorescence lifetime was observed, depending of the labeling position. This is a smaller difference in lifetimes than was observed between RNA single- and double-strands (ca. 40%). It is noteworthy that the fluorescence lifetimes of **Ç~m~^f^22** with and without neomycin are significantly shorter than the fluorescence lifetimes of the other samples, which indicates base-paring. This is in accord with the observed fine structure of the respective emission spectra for this sample and its fluorescence-monitored melting curves (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![Normalized fluorescence decay of the different **Ç~m~^f^** labeled neomycin aptamer without (−**Neo**) and with neomycin (+**Neo**).](gky1110fig10){#F10}

### Fluorescence stopped-flow {#SEC3-2-5}

**Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** were chosen for fluorescence stopped-flow measurements due to their large QY changes upon ligand binding (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figures S16--18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These experiments showed fast, ligand concentration-dependent binding kinetics; as the concentration of neomycin was raised, the binding rate increased (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in amplitude of the signal change leveled off after the addition of 4--6 equivalents neomycin.

![(**A**) Transient fluorescence signals after stopped-flow mixing of (**A**) 2.7 μM **Ç~m~^f^6** and (**B**) 4 μM **Ç~m~^f^8** with different concentrations of neomycin (indicated as equivalents of the aptamer concentration). The data are shown as points while the fits for a two-step model are displayed as solid lines.](gky1110fig11){#F11}

The transients where analyzed with the DynaFit4 software. A one- and a two-step (with and without back reaction) as well as a Michaelis--Menten ([@B70]) model were tested (Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Figures S16--18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The appropriate model was identified by the quality of the fit (RMSD) and the Akaike information criterion (ΔAIC) ([@B71],[@B72]). It is evident from this analysis that the two-step model, in comparison to all other tested models, fits all the measured data by far the best (Tables [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}--[7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} and Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Reaction schemes of tested binding models

  Model                             Reaction scheme
  --------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **One-step**                      $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                                    \usepackage{amsmath}
                                    \usepackage{wasysym} 
                                    \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                                    \usepackage{amssymb} 
                                    \usepackage{amsbsy}
                                    \usepackage{upgreek}
                                    \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                                    \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                                    \begin{document}
                                    }{}$A + L\underset{{{{\rm{k}}_{ - 1}}}}{\overset{{{{\rm{k}}_1}}}{\rightleftharpoons}}AL$\end{document}$
  **Two-step (no back reaction)**   $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                                    \usepackage{amsmath}
                                    \usepackage{wasysym} 
                                    \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                                    \usepackage{amssymb} 
                                    \usepackage{amsbsy}
                                    \usepackage{upgreek}
                                    \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                                    \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                                    \begin{document}
                                    }{}$A + L\xrightarrow{{{{\rm{k}}_1}}}AL^{*}\xrightarrow{{{{\rm{k}}_2}}}AL$\end{document}$
  **Michaelis--Menten**             $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                                    \usepackage{amsmath}
                                    \usepackage{wasysym} 
                                    \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                                    \usepackage{amssymb} 
                                    \usepackage{amsbsy}
                                    \usepackage{upgreek}
                                    \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                                    \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                                    \begin{document}
                                    }{}$A + L\underset{{{{\rm{k}}_{ - 1}}}}{\overset{{{{\rm{k}}_1}}}{\rightleftharpoons}}AL^{*}\xrightarrow{{{{\rm{k}}_2}}}AL$\end{document}$
  **Two-step**                      $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                                    \usepackage{amsmath}
                                    \usepackage{wasysym} 
                                    \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                                    \usepackage{amssymb} 
                                    \usepackage{amsbsy}
                                    \usepackage{upgreek}
                                    \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                                    \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                                    \begin{document}
                                    }{}$A + L\underset{{{{\rm{k}}_{ - 1}}}}{\overset{{{{\rm{k}}_1}}}{\rightleftharpoons}}AL^{*}\underset{{{{\rm{k}}_{ - 2}}}}{\overset{{{{\rm{k}}_2}}}{\rightleftharpoons}}AL$\end{document}$

A = aptamer, L = ligand, AL\* = ligand bound intermediate state, AL = final, ligand bound state, k~n~ = rate of reaction step n, k~-n~ = back-rate of reaction step n.

###### 

Fit results of the tested binding models for the transient **Ç~m~^f^6** stopped-flow data

  Model                             k~1~/(μMs)^-1^   k~-1~/s^−1^   k~2~/s^−1^   k~-2~/s^−1^   r(AL\*)/%   r(AL)/%   RMSD     ΔAIC
  --------------------------------- ---------------- ------------- ------------ ------------- ----------- --------- -------- --------
  **One-step**                      131              3                                                    100       0.0036   10 662
  **Two-step (no back reaction)**   311                            113                        61          39        0.0029   1210
  **Michaelis-Menten**              662              178           141                        55          45        0.0028   387
  **Two-step**                      425              48            80           31            52          48        0.0028   0

k~n~ = rate of reaction step n, k~-n~ = back-rate of reaction step n, r(AL\*) = signal response of component AL\*, r(AL) = signal response of component AL, AIC = Akaike information criterion, RMSD = root-mean-square deviation.

###### 

Fit results of the tested binding models for the transient Ç~m~^f^8 stopped-flow data

  Model                             k~1~/(μMs) ^-1^   k~-1~/s^−1^   k~2~/s^−1^   k~-2~/s^−1^   r(AL\*)/%   r(AL)/%   RMSD     ΔAIC
  --------------------------------- ----------------- ------------- ------------ ------------- ----------- --------- -------- ------
  **One-step**                      92                6                                                    100       0.0046   9194
  **Two-step (no back reaction)**   120                             637                        44          56        0.0043   5228
  **Michaelis-Menten**              141               100           609                        44          56        0.0043   4956
  **Two-step**                      207               113           417          125           22          78        0.0040   0

k~n~ = rate of reaction step n, k~-n~ = back-rate of reaction step n, r(AL\*) = signal response of component AL\*, r(AL) = signal response of component AL, AIC = Akaike information criterion, RMSD = root-mean-square deviation.

In the case of **Ç~m~^f^6**, the kinetics of the ligand-binding reaction can be described by a first reaction step with a bimolecular reaction rate constant of k~1~ = 425 (μMs)^−1^ and a second reaction step with a rate constant of k~2~ = 80 s^−1^ (Figure [11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The back-rates are significantly smaller than the corresponding rates of the forward reactions (k~-1~ = 48 s^−1^, k~-2~ = 31 s^−1^). Both reaction steps result in a fluorescence signal change of similar size (r(AL\*) = 52%, r(AL) = 48%).

For **Ç~m~^f^8**, the first reaction rate constant was k~1~ = 207 (μMs)^−1^ and the second was k~2~ = 417 s^−1^ (Figure [11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). As in the case of **Ç~m~^f^6**, the satisfactory fitting of both reaction steps requires the inclusion of back reactions. In this case the back-rates are significantly smaller (k~-1~ = 113 s^−1^, k~-2~ = 125 s^−1^) than the corresponding rates of the forward reactions. In contrast to **Ç~m~^f^6**, the first and the second reaction step of **Ç~m~^f^8** do not cause strong changes of the fluorescence signal. The signal response of the first reaction step is significantly weaker (r(AL\*) = 22%) than the response of the second step (r(AL) = 78%).

In both labeled aptamer samples, **Ç~m~^f^** is a local probe for the micro-environment of the label. Because of the rigid incorporation of the label into the RNA, the nucleic acid itself dominates this micro-environment. Thus, local structural changes and local dynamics of the RNA can be monitored with the help of **Ç~m~^f^**. Therefore, the different dynamics of the two different **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled aptamers was expected.

Since sample heterogeneity is a common feature in complex biological systems, we tested our datasets for heterogeneity according to the described models. The datasets were fitted assuming two different aptamer species (A and B), which represent different aptamer structures. The increased number of fitting parameters would in fact improve the fits (data shown in the [Supplementary Tables S17 and 18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nevertheless, the fits yield unrealistic values and amplitudes which are subject to high errors. Furthermore, the converged fits always prefer one of the given species by more than 90%. Thus, we refrain to discuss a possible sample heterogeneity with quite complicated dynamics and concentrate on the analysis of the fit for a homogeneous sample, which should dominate the binding process of the aptamer.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Ç~m~^f^ in single- and double-stranded RNA {#SEC4-1}
------------------------------------------

Fluorescent labels provide unique insights into structural dynamics of RNA. Prior to a reliable analysis of aptamer conformation, a detailed characterization of the photophysical properties of the **Ç~m~^f^** fluorophore in model RNA was required. Altogether, the structural and photophysical properties (absorption and emission spectra; QY; fluorescence lifetime; structure; rigid incorporation into RNA; etc.) of **Ç~m~^f^** in RNA is very similar to the recently introduced fluorescent cytosine analog tC° ([@B58]) Nevertheless, **Ç~m~^f^** can be distinguished by several properties and details: the main difference between tC° and **Ç~m~^f^** is the quasi bifunctionality of **Ç~m~^f^**. As already described in the introduction, the fluorophore **Ç~m~^f^** is the isosteric precursor of the nitroxide spin-label **Ç~m~**, which can be used for EPR studies on RNA. This offers the possibility for highly comparable fluorescence and EPR studies on the same or very similar samples.

The emission spectra of **Ç~m~^f^** did not change significantly upon incorporation into RNA single-strands, although and in contrast to tC° the QY as well as the fluorescence lifetime of the fluorophore increased notably. As we have previously shown, both values of **Ç~m~^f^** are strongly affected by solvent interactions ([@B68]). Therefore, the shielding of the chromophore against quenching solvent interactions, the stabilization of its S~1~ state and consequently the decrease of the non-radiative decay rate is a likely explanation for the higher QY and the longer fluorescence lifetime of **C~m~^f^** in RNA single-strands. The enhanced shielding might be due to steric effects of the neighboring nucleobases as well as base-stacking interactions. This would also provide a consistent explanation for the higher QY in the case of neighboring purine bases, which are expected to stack better.

Incorporation of **Ç~m~^f^** into RNA duplexes, on the other hand, leads to a lower QY and to a fine structured emission spectrum. Both effects are much more pronounced for **Ç~m~^f^** than for tC° ([@B58]). Gardarsson *et al.* have shown that deprotonation at the N5 position of **Ç^f^** or weakening of the N-H-bond decreases the QY of the chromophore and leads to a similarly structured emission spectrum ([@B54]). Therefore, it is possible that formation of a hydrogen bond between **Ç~m~^f^** and guanine in a base pair destabilizes the S~1~ state, which would counteract and overcompensate the stabilizing effects of steric shielding and base stacking. The significant changes in the spectral shape of the emission spectra and the large changes of the QY upon duplex formation of **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled RNA oligonucleotides make **Ç~m~^f^** a sensitive probe of its micro-environment.

Thermal denaturation experiments of the **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled duplexes were performed to evaluate whether **Ç~m~^f^** caused any structural perturbations. These experiments were monitored by two different methods: the absorption change at 260 nm yields the global melting temperature and detection of the **Ç~m~^f^** emission at 460 nm provides information on the melting transition in the vicinity of the label (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The similar *T*~m~-values obtained in global and local melting assays support the assumption that the double-strands melt uniformly. The small *T*~m~-differences between the labeled and unlabeled duplexes (3°C or less, ΔG 0--5 kcal/mol) indicate that **Ç~m~^f^**, like tC°, has no appreciable effect on RNA duplex stability. The increased *T*~m~ of ds_C**Ç~m~^f^**C and ds_G**Ç~m~^f^**G compared to ds_U**Ç~m~^f^**U and ds_A**Ç~m~^f^**A are simply due to higher CG content.

Interestingly, we observed fine-structure in the emission spectra of **Ç~m~^f^** in RNA, but, in contrast to tC°, only when base-paired. This provided an opportunity to extract more information from the thermal denaturation data, using what we refer to as spectrally resolved melting analysis, which allows probing of the local melting process. This evaluation yields the temperature where half of the sample appears to be base paired at the position of the label. This temperature was found to be significantly lower than the melting temperatures of the RNA duplexes and might identify an early step in the overall melting process.

The significant anisotropy differences between the free label in solution, labeled single-strands and labeled double-strands further substantiate the rigid incorporation of **Ç~m~^f^** in RNA. The slight variation of the anisotropy values with the neighboring bases of the label might be due to the different fluorescence lifetimes of the fluorophore in the different RNA strands. This can be explained with the (anti-)correlation of these properties (cf. Perrin equation ([@B73])).

Ç~m~^f^-labeled neomycin aptamers {#SEC4-2}
---------------------------------

The experiments for the model strands demonstrate that the steady-state emission signal of **Ç~m~^f^** is an excellent probe for the micro-environment of the label. The QY of **Ç~m~^f^** depends on the labeling position and responds in a characteristic way to ligand interaction or binding. ITC measurements indicate, that neomycin is specifically bound by **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** and **Ç~m~^f^15**, while there is no efficient neomycin binding by **Ç~m~^f^22**. The considerably increased *K*~D~s of **Ç~m~^f^6, Ç~m~^f^8** and **Ç~m~^f^15** in comparison to the unlabeled aptamer might be due to the positively charged **Ç~m~^f^** at pH 7.4, which could reduce the affinity of the protonated neomycin electrostatically.

Despite the finding that **Ç~m~^f^22** does not bind the ligand specifically, the QY of **Ç~m~^f^22** is reduced in the presence of the ligand. This might be due to unspecific interactions between the label and the ligand, which also lead to a noticeable destabilization of the labeled aptamer within the absorption monitored thermal denaturation experiments. The fine structure of the **Ç~m~^f^22** emission as well as the strong fluorescence quenching found in the emission monitored thermal denaturation experiments are both due to hydrogen bonds between **Ç~m~^f^** and the complementary guanosine. This effect is independent of the presence of the ligand. Thus, at least a significant amount of **Ç~m~^f^22** has to be base paired at the labeling position.

The fluorescence signals of **Ç~m~^f^15** are not affected by the addition of neomycin at all and only very weak signal changes are observable within the thermal denaturation experiments. It can thus be concluded, that the micro-environment of **Ç~m~^f^** at position 15 does not change upon ligand binding, which meets our expectations for this reference aptamer, since position 15 is not directly involved in the formation of the binding pocket (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The strongest changes in the emission can be seen for **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8**, which is indicative for direct interactions between ligand and label as well as larger structural changes of the aptamer in the label region. This is in agreement with a direct involvement of these residues in ligand binding (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

In comparison with the unlabeled neomycin aptamer, absorption monitored melting experiments show that the fluorescence labeling does not critically destabilize the aptamers **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** in the ligand-free state. In the ligand-bound state a destabilization, in comparison with the unlabeled neomycin aptamer, is noticeable. Fluorescence monitored melting curves provide further site-specific information on the interactions between label, ligand and aptamer: the fold without ligand of **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** results in a slight quenching of the fluorophore. In the presence of the ligand the QY of **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** increases, the fluorescence quenching is thus overcompensated, indicating a different fold of the aptamer at the labeled positions or direct interactions between label and ligand.

Generally, with the help of the fluorescence monitored melting experiments stabilization and destabilization effects due to ligand binding can be observed and discussed on a local level. A detailed explanation of these effects in different regions of the tertiary structure of the aptamer is not straightforward with the current dataset. Nevertheless, these relatively weak stability changes provide evidence for at least small conformational changes upon ligand binding.

To test this conclusion, the steady-state fluorescence anisotropy was measured: based on the assumption, that at all labeling positions the chromophore is rigidly incorporated into the neomycin aptamer, it is possible to conceptually connect the fluorescence anisotropy to the volume of the aptamer. Consequently, it seems as if the volume and the shape of the neomycin aptamer does not change significantly upon ligand binding. In the case of extended tertiary structural changes, one would expect a stronger change of the anisotropy. Thus, the more or less constant fluorescence anisotropy value confirms the preformation of the aptamer and the conformational selection binding mechanism. Nevertheless, small conformational changes, which do not significantly change the shape of the aptamer, cannot be ruled out via fluorescence anisotropy methods.

In accordance to the low sub-μM *K*~D~s of the **Ç~m~^f^6** and **Ç~m~^f^8** labeled aptamers, the stopped-flow measurements show very rapid binding dynamics. It becomes apparent, that a two-step binding model---with a back and forward reaction for each step---describes the data best. Based on these findings it is possible to propose the following binding mechanism of the neomycin aptamer (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}): the aptamer is mostly preformed in solution (pH 7.4, 20°C). In a first step, neomycin enters the preformed binding pocket of the aptamer. Unspecific interactions between ligand and fluorescent label cause an increase of the emission signal. In a second step, specific interactions, like hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions, between the ligand and the binding pocket are formed. This induces small conformational changes in the area of the binding pocket. Thus, the overall shape of the aptamer is not distorted but the micro-environment (orientation, solvent accessibility) of the fluorescent label is modified. This affects the non-radiative deexcitation rate of the label and also results in an increased QY.

![Cartoon of the proposed two-step binding model. The ligand is depicted as red sphere, the label as orange plate and the aptamer as blue clamp. A = aptamer, L = ligand, AL\* = ligand bound intermediate state, AL = final, ligand bound state, k~n~ = rate of reaction step n, k~-n~ = back-rate of reaction step n.](gky1110fig12){#F12}

CONCLUSION {#SEC5}
==========

This study presents the features and the potential of **Ç~m~^f^** as a fluorescent RNA label. A 5′-dimethoxytritylated phosphoramidite was synthesized from the fluorescent nucleoside **Ç~m~^f^** ([@B45]), which was then incorporated into RNA via solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis.

The stability of the duplexes was not affected by insertion of the fluorescent label. As with DNA the emission spectra become structured upon duplex formation. As the QY is affected by the flanking bases of the fluorophore, it was possible to distinguish between pyrimidine and purine neighboring bases. Fluorescence lifetime measurements allowed distinguishing between labeled double- and single-strands and also between flanking bases of the fluorophore. The **Ç~m~^f^**-fluorophore is sensitive to its micro-environment such as base pairing, stacking and solvent accessibility. Thus, specific **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled RNA samples are perfectly suitable for duplexation and ligand binding studies. Time resolved fluorescence measurements of **Ç~m~^f^**-labeled samples allow structural dynamics studies. Our results can thus serve as benchmarks for analogous experiments on functional RNAs for example aptamers.

Subsequently, a ligand binding study of the neomycin aptamer was performed. The aptamer was singly labeled at four different positions. With steady-state fluorescence methods, it was possible to confirm the previously proposed conformational selection mechanism, with a widely preformed aptamer, as binding model for the neomycin aptamer. Moreover, it was possible to observe the dynamics of the ligand binding process with the help of fluorescence-monitored stopped-flow measurements. It comes clear that the ligand binding is in fact a two-step process. We propose an unspecific ligand binding near or in the binding pocket as a first step. In the second step, the ligand is bound specifically with the help of H-bonds and electrostatic interactions. It is proposed, that this second step causes only minor conformational changes.

In general, our results open the door for further RNA binding studies with **Ç~m~^f^**. In the case of the neomycin aptamer further pH- or salt-concentration-dependent studies as well as studies with other label positions are conceivable. **C~m~^f^** in combination with other RNA-labels should enable FRET measurements. These would allow a direct comparison between UV/vis and PELDOR data. Furthermore, the presented results provide evidence for a kinetic contribution to the regulatory mechanism of the neomycin aptamer. In comparison and in combination with other studies on dynamics and structure this might help to understand the regulatory mechanisms of riboswitches in greater detail.

DATA AVAILABILITY {#SEC6}
=================

OPTIMUS is free for academic use and available under <http://optimusfit.org>.

DynaFit 4 is free for academic use and available under <http://www.biokin.com/dynafit>.

SEDPHAT is free for academic use and available under <http://www.analyticalultracentrifugation.com/sedphat/>.

NITPIC is free for academic use and available under <http://biophysics.swmed.edu/MBR/software.html>.
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